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LG Remote CodesRemote Control Codes For LG TVs Codes For Universal Remotes 4 amp 5 Digit Universal Remote Control Codes For LG TVs LG TV REMOTE CONTROL CODES DirecTV directv – direct tv Remote Codes For LG TV LG 5 Digit TV codes 11423 10178 11178 PRESS IN THIS ORDER “Menu” – “Settings” – “Remote” – “Program Remote” – “TV” Slide mode switch at top to “TV” ... LG AKB72915206 Remote Instruction Manuals and Codes 4 amp 5 Digit Universal Remote Control Codes For LG TVs DirecTV directv – direct tv Remote Codes For LG TV LG 5 Digit TV codes 11423 10178 11178 PRESS IN THIS ORDER “Menu” – “Settings” – “Remote” – “Program Remote” – “TV” Slide mode switch at top to “TV” – enter LG – press and hold “select” amp “mute” buttons Manufacture Code List AT amp T® Official TV Code DVD Code Akai 1427 2378 Apex 1163 2095 Axion 1459 2379 Bang amp Olufsen 1453 2370 Broksonic 1114 2053 Coby 1460 2380 Cytron 1456 2374 DiamondVision 1461 2382 GFM 1498 2263 Hitachi 1226 2240 Ilo 1457 2375 Initial 1457 2381 JVC 1288 2206 LG 1255 2371 Mintek 1457 2381 Oppo 1497 2432 Panasonic 1289 2207 Philips 1290 2208 1291 2209 1337 2243 Universal Remote Code Book vivanco es vc3se h 70 code book 5 11 2006 p n 033000h12239j universal remote code book brand tv vcr sat dvd a accoustic solutions xxx383 acme 001 xxx ada 018 xxx adc 004 006 xxx admiral 000 001 002 019 xxx 047 108 adyson 003 xxx aeg xxx894 333 afreey xxx386 agazi 002 xxx aib 123 xxx TIME WARNER Remote Control USER’S GUIDE If you can’t program your remote using the codes on the back of this manual follow the steps below to search for your code 1 Turn on your device 2 Press and hold the appropriate device key until all the device keys blink twice 3 Press The device key you selected in step 2 blinks twice Myblackwebremotem Blackweb Universal Remote Control This remote control can operate a wide range of electronic devices and works across brands and models Use the code finder tool below to quickly find compatible codes for the different devices in your home If there are several codes available for your device test each one and select the code that is the most compatible with your device Framingham MA 01701 9168 USA UNIVERSAL REMOTE DEVICE ©2011 Bose Corporation The Mountain UNIVERSAL REMOTE DEVICE CODES Framingham MA 01701 9168 USA AM348282 Rev 00 Cover Hershey Remote fm Page 0 Wednesday April 20 2011 12 23 PM BOSE Universal Remote Codes Codes For Universal Remotes Step 1 – Turn on the TV Step 2 – On the Bose remote press the TV button Step 3 – To display the Bose system menu on the TV press System Step 4 – The message “SYSTEM SEE TV” will appear on the media center display Step 5 – Use the remote supplied with the TV to select the video input that allows you to see the Bose system menu What are the universal remote codes for an LG TV Quora DirecTV directv – direct tv Remote Codes For LG TV LG 5 Digit TV codes 11423 10178 11178 PRESS IN THIS ORDER “Menu” – “Settings” – “Remote” – “Program Remote” – “TV” Slide mode switch at top to “TV” – enter LG – press and hold “select” amp “mute” buttons Wait for light to blink 4 times Enter 10178 Follow instructions
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